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1985
August
Umberto Crenca, Scott Seabolt, and the members of Bert's art class -- Keith Munslow, Joe Auger

September
Mark Freedman, Johan Bjurman, Umberto Crenca, Marlowe deChristopher, Scott Seaboldt, Peter Boyle and Gail Whitsitt-Lynch

October
Lloyd Martin

November
?

December
?

1986
January
Dan Spikol, Tim Merrick
photography & painting (two RISD underclassmen)

February
Peter John Boyle
"The Objects of Concentration" - a series of abstract paintings by P.J. Boyle. These works are personal meditation objects for the artist and their manufacture proceeds along proscribed ritual lines as well.

March
Frank Gasbarro
"Tools of the Trade" - Painting / Installation by Frank Gasbarro. "Providence Artist Frank Gasbarro has been working for many years on paintings which combine the surfaces of action-painting with other elements of minimalism and geometric abstraction. As a part of his process he has created a set of templates which have accumulated as much of a painterly surface as his canvases. In this exhibit the artist will create an environment/installation out of what were formerly his tools."

April
"Where We Stand" - an exhibition / installation of self-portraits by AS220 resident artists drawn in the gallery using a system of nine pre-installed mirrors. Drawings will be executed between March 26 and April 6, 1986.

May
Gina Risica
paintings on paper

June
?

July
?

August
Umberto Crenca

September
"Darkroom Accidents" (through Sept. - Photo materials with an esthetic conscience no artist can claim. See this show and you may give up trying.

October
Paul Fata

November
Peter John Boyle
half-baked blackboards

December
Janet Lofgren
large drawings

1987
January
Gina Risica, Janet Lofgren

February
Disturbed Drawings

March
The Anonymous Show - Works by local luminaries whose names have been withheld
to provide a trendy premise for this exhibition

April
Phase One of an installation using sheets of found material by friends of AS220

May
Frank Gasbarro, Jeff Glaser, Umberto Crenca, Susan Clausen, Manuel Pombo, Scott Mayo
Bill Reiss, Greg Larson, Waylnd Tucker, Bob Rizzo, Gretchen Huptfel, Richard Goulis, Umberto Crenca, Susan Clausen, Chris Ladd, Dan Gosch, Sarah Bachleitner, Scott Nelson, Mara Metcalf, Roseanne Walsh, Gaetland LaRoche, Ruth King, Irene Lawrence, Dennis Haggerty

July
Closed

August
Ron Blanco, Natelie de Rita, Miguel Trelles, H. A. Vonderau

September
Mark Freedman, Mary Ann Santos
"Short Stories" - paintings & drawings by Mark Freedman "Letters to a Beloved" - paintings & works on paper by Mary Ann Santos "Mark Freedman is a narrative / figurative painter, who in the last several years has focused on automobiles and other artifacts of American pop culture. Mary Ann Santos is an abstract expressionist whose work recently has given way to a personal iconography that suggests figurative elements (right?#@)

October
C.A. Pierson, Jamie Johnson, Frank Lawrence
"Stone Statues" - a photographic essay by C.A. Pierson Recent works by Jamie Johnson & Frank Lawrence

November
"Cones, Spheres and Spikes." (works by Ron Erlich)

December
oil paintings by Heidi Johnson

1989
January
works by Worcester Artist Group director Richard Goulis

February
Sister City Project "Photos from Nicaragua"

March
Peter John Boyle "Very New Drawings" (chalk drawings on blackboard)

April
"From the Heart of Providence" paintings and drawings by Stephen Lippincott RI Objects, Gail Ahlers, Katherine Blacklock, Patricia Camet, Walter Chaney, Susan Clausen, Keith Crowder, Lisa Dibble, Peter Diepenbrock, Megan Downer,
The First Annual "Rhode Island Objects" Exhibit Work by 25 RI artists. "The works being exhibited bring together a broad range of one of a kind art objects in glass, clay, fiber and metals. Some of the pieces in the show include large and colorful felt wall sculptures by Wendy Mueller, James Watkins' understated cast glass still lifes, Peter Diepenbrock's classical yet futuristic bronze tables, and clay collages with architectural and decorative influences by Kate Blackolock."

May
"The Still Life" - oil paintstick collage by Robin Tagliaferri

June
Dan MacNeil, Jim Finnerty
Paintings by Dan MacNeil Found sound installation by James Finnerty

July
Closed

August
C.A. Pierson, David Baggarly
"Man Artist Thinks He Is God" an excess of Joe Ganz "Stone Statues" a photo essay by C.A. Pierson linoleum cut prints by David Baggarly

September
Neil Salley, Kathy Kissik, Joe Auger
"Build" Neil Salley & K. Kissik
"Joe Doodles" Joe Auger

October
Susan Clausen, Umberto Crenca, Steven Emma, Frank Gasbarro
photos, paintings, carvings, assemblages by Susan Clausen, Umberto Crenca, Steven Emma, Frank Gasbarro

November
Steve Easton, Gretchen Sedaris, James Reynolds, Fishy Bundy
"Harnessing the Electron" works by Steve Easton, Gretchen Sedaris, James Reynolds, and Fishy Bundy

December
Ruth Dealy
"Twelve Years of Solitude" - paintings by Ruth Dealy
(part of this show is also at Gallery One)
1990
January
photographs by Mark Oribello and Ann Fontaine
paintings by Del Padgett
Mark Oribello, Del Padgett, Ann Fontaine

February
Chris Bello, Jon Naiman
"Glasstastrophies" - glassworks that are what they shouldn't be, by Chris Bello, and "In the Absence of Yellow" - an installation in the hall gallery by John Naiman which "explores the violence and displacement of power relations ... an event, happened and happening, that questions images of impotence and strength"

March
Anthony Tomaselli, Joseph Paquette, Anthony Sanini
"Figure Study As Wallpaper" - figure drawings, paintings and mixed media by Anthony Tomaselli

April
Kathy Silva, Mark Goodkin, Robert Jazz
"Surrounded by Deceit," "Haunted by the Past," and "Time Is Running Out" - multi media paintings by Mark Goodkin "Four Paintings In The Hallway" by Robert Jazz and paintings, etc., by Kathy Silva

May
Pam Hovey, Nikolai Surensen Goodrich, Alfred Bradley
"Elements of Man" series by Alfred Bradley,
Ceramics by Pam Hovey
Political mixed-media works by Nikolai Surensen Goodrich

June
Astrid

July
Closed

August
Grace Ubiera, David Baggarly, Kris MacGuire
"Reflective Perspectives" - paintings by Kris Macguire and David Baggerly.
In the Hall Gallery: watercolors by Grace Ubiera

September
Jacquelyn Roth Fournier, Cathy Sloat Shaw, Cynthia Davis
"Recent Paintings"
by Jacquelyn Roth Fournier & Cathy Sloat Shaw
"Photos" - by Cynthia Davis

October
Keith Munslow, Mike Girard
"Bite Me" cartoon installation by Keith Munslow
"Grave Rubbings" by Mike Girard

November
John diPippo, Kristin Sollenberger, Paula Feldman
Kristen Sollenberger - mixed-media assemblages
John diPippo - photographs
Paula Feldman - paintings

December
Chris Adams, Tracy Brown, Susan Clausen, Amy Cohen, Umberto Crenca, James Finnerty, Brian Jepson, Olga, Jon Naiman, Tom Paulhus, Katherine Valvoda,
Shawn Wallace
Residents Show

1991
January
Joe Johnson, Doug Muise and John Maizga

February
Bob Patrillo, Tezh Moderessa

March
Ann Rocheleau Black History Month Show

April
Steve Block

May
Ben Mccosker

June
Ann Rocheleau, Peter, Dan Tabor

July

August
Dwight Linwood, Stephen, Susan Pepper, Betty J. Hubby

September

October
David Newton "Victim's Family" mono-chromatic paintings

November
Susan Clausen, assemblages; Umberto Crenca "Monochromatic Non-Narrative" paintings

December
"abstract paintings"
1992
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

1993
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

1994
January
February
March
April
May

Denise Tetreault, Amy Dermont, Yabo

The Overflow Show

Priscilla Cane, Rebecca Lentrichia, Anthony Tomaselli

Mark Freedman, Ida Schmulowitz

Ruth Dealy, A. Michelle, Shalagh Hogan, A.J. Wasserman
June
John Peck, Shelly Stout, Branden Bushnell

July
Raymond Canavan, Sumner Halsband, Irene Lawrence

August
Susan Freda, Rob Fitzgibbon, Cassandra Birocco, Kevin Sullivan, Cathy Hamilton

September
Duke Robillard, Hershey Worch

October
Arthur Swoger, Matt Kolodziej, Chris Burr, Char Getty, Eric Paul Meier, Alan Tyler

November
Becky Brenner, Delve, Very Special Arts RI Group Show

December
Laura Sue Philips, David Newton, Denny Moers

1995
January
Tom Marino, Beth Clarke, Paula Martesian, Alfredo Lorenzo

February
AS220 Residents Show (27 artists)

March
Pati D'Amico, Bill Warren, Robin Wiseman, Mia Law

April
NoBIAS Group show, Frank Gasbarro

May
URI Graduating Seniors

June
Barbara Macaulay, Jennifer Hrabota, Fernando daSilva, Domenic Cimino

July
Closed

August
Dan Talbot, Sandra Solomon, Larry Rubins, Ryan Lesser, Tedd Pomaski

September
Russ Horton, Melanie Shock Dupre, The Digital Show *curated by Tracy Brown

October
Krystl Arnold, Scott Lapham, Stephen Jobe, Kate Silva *Jay Clifford

November
Carol Rosenblatt, Chris Thomas, Al Gomes, Mardo Atoyia

December
Gail Whitsitt-Lynch, Bob Whitsitt, George Araujo *Laura Travis Chair Getty

1996

January
Mark Pedini, Laura Beauchemin, Doug Forcier, Amy Hope Dermont, Sean Perkins

February
AS220 Residents Group Show *UCAP (Urban Collaborative Accelerated Program)

March
Raphael Diaz, Umberto Crenca

April
Very Special Arts RI Group Show, Kate Silva

May
Gloria Merchant, Alex Ripa, David VanNoppen *Jeffrey Hardgrave

June
Skip Shea, Will Rodier, Peter Berkowitz, Michelle Benoit

July
Closed

August
Tim Turner, Steve Block, Dante Persechino, Carol Perroni

September
Traveling Group Show of Latin American Artists

October
Kathleen Kelly, Monique Schubert, Amy Cohen, Jennifer Bergeron
November
Rhoda Klitzner Bailey, James White, Sue Perron

December
Thomas Morin, Jason Guavin, Maria Scaglione

1997
January
Rebecca Lentricchia, Keith Munslow, Helen Parmentier, Beth Clarke

February
Kathy Cavanaugh, Rosalind Bullard, Melissa Dillon

March
Steven Aguiar, Arlene Wilson,

April
AS220 Residents Show, Erminie Pinque

May
Gary Wilkins, Ian Maisel, URI student show

June
John Supancic, Richard Goulis, Gay Pride Group show

July
Closed

August
James Montford, Jeremy Woodward

September
Barb Wheeler Robbins, Bob Peabody, Kathy Hodge

October
Al Gomes, Mardo Atoyan, A. Michelle, Jamie Johnston

November
Harwood Gallery Group show, Peter John Boyle

December
Cathy Hamilton, Shawn Wallace, Jill Colinan

1998
January
Vicente Paratore, Roy Collins, Astrid

February
Mitch Goldstein, James Iannone, Gregory Ricci

March
James Janeczek, Resident Show (Hera Gallery X-Change show @ Hera)

April
Hera Gallery Exchange Show, Jacqueline Celeste, Frank Piccirillo & WALTER FONTAINE

May-June
Very Special Arts RI Gallery X Exchange Show, RI Art Education Association

July
Closed

BOTH GALLERIES SAME TIME?

August
Donna Amatore, Chris Gorman, Renaissance Gallery Group Show

September
Dennis hlinsky, John Kotula, Steve Block

October
Heather Henson, Kim Kazan, Sam Nang Yong

November
December

1999

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September
Rob Greene, Alice Easton, Anne Tate, Muse Union

n the Cafe Susan McNally: Paintings Rob Greene: Shrines In the Upstairs
Gallery Alice Easton and Anne Tate: Transitions In the Muse Union Gallery
Musings: Doodles from the Muse Union Plus new shows in the Open Window and the
Brick Wall.
October
Dante Perschino, Tim Turner, Dennis Grady
In the Cafe Dante Perschino Tim Turner In the Upstairs Gallery Dennis Grady: Video Installation Plus new shows on the Brick Wall and in the Open Window and Muse Union galleries.

November
Al Gomes, Mardo Atoyan, A. Michele, Will Schaff, David Adams, Stephen Brownell, Nick Swearer
In the Cafe:
Al Gomes, Mardo Atoyan, A. Michele-Silver Gelatin Prints, Digital illustrations
Open Window: David Adams-photographs
Brick Wall: Stephen Brownell-paintings
Featured Sculpture: N. Swearer

December
Pete Cardoso, Mark Pedini, Leif Goldberg, Peter Fuller, Jill Colinan, Nick Swearer
In the Cafe:
Pete Cardoso and Mark Pedini - Screen Prints
In the Upstairs Gallery:
Leif Goldberg - Film Installation
Open Window:
Peter Fuller - Bikes
Brick Wall:
Jill Colinan - Mixed Media
Featured Sculpture: N. Swearer

2000
January
Darcy Tozier, Alfred Rivera, Jennifer Raimondi, Bess Williamson, Ryan Rooney, Nick Swearer
In the Cafe:
Darcy Tozier - Painting
Alfred Rivera - Mixed Media
Upstairs Gallery:
Jennifer Raimondi - Sculpture
Open Window: Bess Williamson
Brick Wall: Ryan Rooney
Featured Sculpture: N. Swearer

February
Alan Bean, Neal Walsh, Mary Giesser, David Wilcox, Nick Swearer

It's Gallery Night again; ride the trolley down here and join the party.

Tonight AS220 will be celebrating the openings of:

In the Cafe:
  Alan Bean - Chromoskedasic prints
Upstairs Gallery:
  Neal Walsh - paintings
Open Window: Mary Giesser
Brick Wall: David Wilcox
Featured Sculpture: Nick Swearer

March
Peter Lanouette, Michael Brennan, Seze Sevres, Corwin Butterworth, Joelle Jensen, Nick Swearer

It's Gallery Night again; ride the trolley down here and join the party.

Tonight AS220 will be celebrating the openings of:

  In the Cafe:
    Peter Lanouette - Painting
    Michael Brennan - Sculpture
  In the Upstairs Gallery:
    Seze Sevres - E C L I P S E
    Open Window
    Corwin Butterworth - paintings
    The Brick Wall
    Joelle Jensen - Mixed Media

Plus Nick Swearer brings in 16 more sculptures on March 20th!

April

May

June
Alec Thibodeau, Joel Thibodeau, Sarah Kales, Nathan Ethier, David Fischer, Joseph Alexander Heroux

Tonight AS220 will be celebrating the openings of:

  In the Cafe:
    Alec and Joel Thibodeau - From the Curb - photographic screen prints, travel writing and audio recordings
  In the Upstairs Gallery:
    Sarah Kales - sculpture/furniture
    Nathan Ethier - paintings
    Open Window
David Fischer -
Beautiful New Impediments To Understanding -
Computer Graphics
The Brick Wall
Joseph Alexander Heroux
- Bugpeople - drawings

July
Closed

August
?

September
?

October
?

November
Penelope Hayes, Anne Noble-Partridge, Cherie-Marie Veiderveld, Charlotte Newman, Brendan O'Neill
Trolley your way to AS220 to see new art and grab some snacks. This month, a very special building-wide show in the Cafe Gallery, Upstairs Gallery, Open Window, Brick Wall and the Muse Union Gallery:
Helter Skelter - New Art from the UK
Contemporary art from Penelope Hayes, Anne Noble-Partridge, Cherie-Marie Veiderveld, Charlotte Newman and Brendan O'Neill

December
?

2001
January
Dante Perschino, Tim Turner, Skot Campbell, Liz Buddington, Josh McDonald, Mark Williams
Tonight we will be celebrating the openings of
In Cafe Gallery:
Dante Perschino - Paintings
Tim Turner - Works in Oils

The Upstairs Gallery:
Skot Campbell - Mixed bag of media

Open Window:
Liz Buddington - Jewelry

Brick Wall:
Josh McDonald - Paintings

Muse Union Gallery:
Mark Williams - Mixed Media

February

March:
Andrew Correa, Laura Travis, Jon Campbell, Elizabeth Tomasetti, Stacy Elko, Char Getty, Kim Kazan, Haydn Prouty, Lori Sturgill

Get cozy with AS220's new shows!

Cafe Gallery:
Andrew Correa Recent works
Upstairs Gallery:
Laura Travis Sculpture
Jon Campbell Sculpture
Open Window:
Elizabeth Tomasetti - Paintings

Brick Wall:
Stacy Elko - 100 Names of God

Muse Union Gallery:
Small works in a Long Hall
Char Getty - watercolors
Kim Kazan - scratchboards and watercolors
Haydn Prouty - mixed media, drawings
Lori Sturgill - mixed media

April
Richard Goulis, Linden Sheldon, Neil Salley, Robert Kieronski, Manual Silva, C.E. Roelle

Get cozy with AS220's new shows!

Cafe Gallery:
Richard Goulis - Paintings
Linden Sheldon - Paintings
Upstairs Gallery:
Neil Salley, Robert Kieronski and Manual Silva - Light Forms

Open Window: Cliff Roelle - Wire drawings

May

June
January  
February  
March  
April  
May  
June  
July  
August  
September  
October  
November  
December
"Installed & Drawn On The Spot" Artworks on found industrial materials by associates of AS220:

June
Found Objects, a ready-made revival

July
"Naivete" - Paintings by Sophia Staudt

August
drawings and pastels by Jeff Glaser

September
"Paintings & Drawings" by Mark Freedman

October
Socio-Politico" Paintings by John Campopiano

November
Umberto Crenca, Susan Clausen

December
Sigrid Bramsen, Jeanne Risica

1988
January
Chaos & Control" works by Chuck Guillotte

February
Jay Victor, Amanda Victor, Mallory Victor
"Father & Daughter Paintings" works

March
"Naive Abstractions" - works by Peter Joseph Bonneau

April
Chuck McBride, Olivia McCullough, Ron Kim
Paintings by Chuck McBride Photographs by Olivia McCullough Paintings by Ron Kim

May
Sculpture by Tom Durnell

June
Small Works Show: works by